BlackBerry’s
Identity Crisis

It has something to offer, but
the question is to whom
Written by Dale Wang

Being bold

A

t the mention of Research in Motion (RIM), Canadians
immediately think of technological innovation and the
BlackBerry. More recently, however, RIM’s lustre is beginning
to fade; fewer consumers are aware of the new Torch and the
unreleased Playbook compared to the iPad, whose midnight lines
are legendary. This represents a fundamental shift for RIM: going
from an innovative market leader to second-rate trend follower.
The reality is that since the creation of the BlackBerry interface,
which outpaced competitors at the time, RIM has been largely
unable to hold its leading position. RIM has only maintained its
competitive edge in data security, with an air-tight content delivery
system that no competitor has been able to replicate. Now, even
this core capability, on which so much of RIM’s value proposition
to enterprises is built, is eroding.

Hitting curve balls
Since the inception of BlackBerry, RIM has focused on the enterprise
segment due to the company’s lead in data security and privacy.
Data encryption at all stages of transmission, using unique devicespecific keys that even RIM cannot monitor, make BlackBerry
devices nearly impenetrable. Ironically, it is this advantage
that makes the devices ‘too secure’ and has some governments
demanding access to the encrypted messages.
Citing security concerns that mobile devices will be used to
coordinate terrorist attacks and that data is not stored domestically,
both the Indian and UAE governments have threatened to ban

RIM’s encrypted data services. While governments already have
access to services with lower levels of encryption, such as text
messaging and voice, their primary goal is now to access BlackBerry
Messenger (BBM) and corporate email - services with the highest
levels of encryption that handle some of industry’s most sensitive
information.
While the conflict with the UAE government was ultimately
resolved, the dispute with India is ongoing and presents a large
threat to RIM’s core business. Offering the Indian government
the requested levels of access would require a complete change in
the engineering of BlackBerry products. The local encryption that
occurs on each device would end, permanently eliminating RIM’s
current source of competitive advantage. Not only would data
privacy be threatened by governments monitoring transmissions
between devices, but engineering changes would put data security
under fire – the devices would be vulnerable to third-party hacking
or other intrusions.
While India represents one of RIM’s fastest growing markets,
the government’s concerns may be just the tip of the iceberg.
In the U.S., BlackBerry’s largest market, government officials
are beginning to ask Congress to pass legislation that allows
for monitoring and unscrambling of encrypted messages in all
wireless communications. If such laws are passed, other developed
markets, including Canada, may feel compelled to follow suit.
It is unclear whether governments monitoring mobile
communication in the name of national security is a temporary
trend or of permanent nature. What is evident, however, is that
RIM’s value to enterprises is dissolving. For businesses, this
diminished security advantage has prompted re-evaluation of
their mobile platform policies. Data security used to represent
an insurmountable hurdle to adoption for other devices. While
individual employees could always request a different phone,
security features used to trump any alternatives. This is no longer
the case. This shift in device restriction, which gives individual
employees more say in the device purchase, could cripple
BlackBerry enterprise sales. BlackBerry devices lag significantly
behind competitors across nearly all performance metrics,
particularly in mobile browsing, video and applications.
The evidence that this trend is gaining traction is abundant. For
example, major financial institutions such as Bank of America and
Citibank, the former backbone of RIM’s client base, are currently
testing Apple iPhones as BlackBerry replacements. Without
a significant change in strategy, RIM could potentially lose its

enterprise clients.
If RIM continues to cling to data privacy as its primary source of
competitive advantage, it will find itself in a losing battle. It may
be able to redesign its system over time and rebuild an unrivalled
data privacy offering but by then RIM may have already lost its
enterprise clients. For RIM to stay afloat in the enterprise market,
the company requires a change in strategy that emphasizes
new service offerings while rebuilding a more flexible privacy
infrastructure. Perhaps surprisingly, key insights into this new
enterprise strategy could come from the consumer side of RIM’s
business.

Into the storm
To develop its new strategy for the future, RIM must first identify
its sources of competitive advantage. Given the increased scrutiny
around encryption and possible subjection to government requests
going forward, data privacy and security are evolving in a way that
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they can no longer serve as RIM’s only competitive edge. It is time
for RIM to identify different aspects of its business that will give it a
true advantage. Upon examination, it appears that BBM offers the
best internal source of competitive advantage. A fast and efficient
platform for inter-device mobile messaging, it is easy to see why
consumers were initially drawn to BBM - the proprietary instant
messaging application included on all BlackBerry devices. The real
draw, however, is the underlying network effects for users.
RIM’s critical mass of users paved the way for a tipping point: the
BBM user base has reached a level high enough that some non-users
simply cannot afford to stay away. The costs of not participating being disconnected - are significant enough for some to prompt a
change in behaviour and ultimately justify a BlackBerry purchase.
At the same time, is this advantage truly sustainable? In its current
state, BBM may be enough to attract consumers and retain them as
BlackBerry users but it remains to be seen for how long this will
last. Other players in the industry, especially Apple and Google,
with strong software backgrounds, could certainly replicate BBM
over time.
Upon replacement, BlackBerry’s former ‘critical mass’ is irrelevant.
Just like with data security for enterprise users, the barriers created
by an enormous BBM network certainly still exist but they are no
longer big enough to overcome the downfalls in the device itself.
Relying on BBM as the primary means of differentiation is another
fruitless endeavour.

Passing the torch
Since BBM is not a sustainable advantage, the question becomes
where RIM can go from here. Knowing that its connectivity
messaging feature is its strongest weapon against competitors,
BlackBerry’s prospects rely on RIM finding a way to make this
advantage permanent. Yet before it can conceive how to do so, the
bigger question to address is one of market focus. Where does RIM
want to play: in the consumer or enterprise arena? The company
must stop trying to find the fine balance between these two
segments and pick its fight.

in the enterprise segment is converting its consumer BBM success
into an offering relevant for business users. Leveraging BBM’s ease
of use, efficiency and connectivity benefits are central to rebuilding
competitiveness. For RIM to succeed, its products must become
so embedded in the business operating process that it becomes
impossible for a business to turn to different devices; the switching
costs need to be higher. The type of advantages that BlackBerrys
need to offer must overcome the numerous deficiencies of the
devices themselves.
There are many ways that BBM functionalities can be further
developed to suit an enterprise setting. BBM could allow mobile
employees to create and edit documents, while collaborating in
real-time in a similar fashion to Google Docs. RIM’s declining
but still industry leading data security would make it a credible
and important feature. A barcode-scanning feature that can act as
an instant business card also presents an opportunity to help the
device permeate all facets of inter-office communication, linking
BBM contacts to full address book entries.
Overall, the most important feature is not any specific
recommendation, but being attuned to RIM’s enterprise customers
and flexible in adjusting to their needs. RIM’s sales force would
need to transform into a consultant-like integration service provider
to improve business productivity and communication. Ultimately,
the toughest lesson is that RIM must stop conceptualizing its role as
being a device manufacturer and instead think of itself as a software
producer to be competitive. The company’s core competencies do
not align with the device segment and RIM constantly plays catchup to more innovative players. All of these integration offerings
that will build a defensible position in the enterprise market will
stem from software in the end.
The change in corporate DNA needs to be dramatic. Most of the
major competitors benefited from being a software company at
their core and later translating that in to device manufacturing as
time went on. This path is easier. RIM’s, on the other hand, will be
a struggle, following a path yet to be charted on this scale in the
industry. It is a path entirely without precedent, but nonetheless,
a necessary journey to maintain BlackBerry’s dominance in the
enterprise market.

Its choice may be dictated by capability more than preference.
Market trends indicate that the consumer segment is characterized
by increasing appetites for mobile browsing, video, multimedia
and specialty applications – all areas in which RIM trails Apple.
It may be unwise to pursue an innovationdriven market when one has struggled to
The need for application development
earn a label of innovation in the past. Instead,
RIM would do well to look at its own
capabilities, recognizing that its competency
lies not in producing revolutionary devices,
Apple
but rather in effectively understanding how
people want to communicate and connect
with one another. It is on this understanding
RIM
that the BlackBerry platform was built and
succeeded in facilitating interaction and the
Google
seamless transfer of information. Sticking to
its strengths, the company must return to
its heritage and refocus its attention on the
Microsoft
enterprise user.

What’s in its playbook?
Without an impenetrable data privacy value
proposition, the key to RIM’s new position
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Source: Company press releases as at November 25th 2010 (Windows Phone 7),
October 20th, 2010 (Apple iOS, Android OS), September 30th 2010 (Blackberry).

